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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the following problem: Let Q be a bounded 
domain in R” and H(x), wI(x), wz(x) be nonnegative measurable functions 
on Q so H, ~/HE L”(Q) and w,, w2 E L’(O). Let J”, WY, and w2# denote 
the radial decreasing rearrangements of H, w, , and w2 on a ball 52 # in IX”. 
Let u E HA(Q) and u E.HA(Q”) be the weak solutions of the equations 
-div(H(x) VU) = w, in 52 
(0.1) 
u=o on afi2 
-div(H#(x) Vu) = w? in Q” 
(0.2) 
u=o on a52#. 
Our problem is to verify the estimate 
I uw,dx < s vw2# dx. (0.3) R RX 
In Section 2, we show that if the dimension n = 2, and w2 = 1, then 
(0.3) is true for any nonnegative wi. but in general (0.3) holds only if w1 
and w2 are suitably restricted. Specifically, if w* denotes the decreasing 
rearrangement of w on the interval [0, IQ)] and 
w**(t) = f 1; w*(s) ds 
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is the average of w* on the interval (0, t), we define W(sZ) to be the class of 
nonnegative measurable functions on s2 so that 
sup 
w**w< l + 1 
o<t<lnl W*(t)’ -’ n-l 
(0.4) 
Note that since w* is decreasing, w** > w*. We then have 
THEOREM 1. ZfH~L”(l22) with O<ordH(x), and w,, WOE W(Q), and u 
and v satisfy Eqs. (0.1) and (0.2) respectively, then (0.3) holds. 
We remark that Theorem 1 is sharp in the following sense: if a is a ball 
in Iw” and wi = w2 is radial and decreasing with w,?(t) = tm ’ for 6 > l/n, 
then (0.3) is false for any radial function Hf H#. Even if w2 z 1, then (0.3) 
may fail if n 2 3 and the oscillation of w, is not suitably controlled. 
Furthermore, if ii satisfies (0.1) with w, replaced by w2, then 
s uw2dx = I HVu.Vii dx= i iiw,dx Q a R 
so the weights w, and w2 are playing dual roles. It is thus appropriate that 
our sufficient condition (0.4) does not distinguish them. 
Theorem 1 represents a generalization of earlier work of the authors 
[ 143 where the result is obtained in the case that w, and M’* are constant. 
Other authors (see [l, 2, 10, 12, 131) have used similar symmetrization 
techniques to effectively study a priori bounds for solutions to elliptic and 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations. 
Of course, the condition w**/w* d 1 + l/(n - 1) is a very restrictive con- 
dition on a function w, and it is by no means clear which functions satisfy 
it. It is easy to see that if f is a bounded real valued function, then e” 
belongs to W(0) for sufficiently small positive E. There are unbounded 
functions in IV(m), however; and in Section 3 we determine a useful 
sufficient condition for membership in W(s2) if D is a cube in aB”. Our 
condition involves the notion of bounded lower oscillation introduced by 
Coifman and Rochberg [7]. Iff is an integrable function on Sz and Q is a 
subcube of m (that is, a cube with sides parallel to the sides of a), then we 
write 
where 1 Ql denotes the Lebesque measure of Q. The function f’ is said to 
have bounded lower oscillation on 52 (fc BLO(S2)) if 
Ilf II BLOW)= s"p(mQ(f)-essQinf(f))< sov (0.5) 
where the supremum is taken over all subcubes of Sz. 
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THEOREM 2. There exists a positive constant 6 depending only on the 
dimension so if 52 is a cube in R”, f~ BLO(IR) and ((fBLoCn)< 6, then 
e/E W(Q). 
It follows from Theorem 2 and results of [7] that examples of functions 
in W’(0) can be obtained as follows: Let p be any finite measure on 52 and 
let 
be the maximal function of ,u. If E > 0 is sufliciently small, then (Mp)” 
belongs to W(Q). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
If f is a measurable function on a bounded domain Q, its distribution 
function is the decreasing function 
where /El denotes the measure of the set E. Note that we are not assuming 
that f > 0, so ~(1) is defined for 1 E R, and if f is finite a.e., then 
lim p(A) = 0 
I+00 
lim ~(1) = (Ql. 
I+ -al 
Of course, if f is nonnegative, ~(1) is constant for A< 0. 
If p(A) is strictly decreasing, then the decreasing rearrangement off is the 
function f * which extends the inverse of p(A) to the interval [0, Wl]. In 
the event that ~(1) is not strictly decreasing, then f * is defined to be the 
smallest decreasing function on [0, I&?(] which satisfies f *(p(A)) > 1 for all 
A. Thus 
f*(s) = inf(l E IR: ~(1) < s}. 
The crucial property off * is that f and f * have the same distribution 
function. It follows that if G: R -+ 5X’ is a continuous function then 
(1.1) 
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The increasing rearrangement off is the function 
We shall employ the well-known lemma of Hardy and Littlewood [ 111: If 
,f and g are nonnegative functions on Q, then 
[;“‘f*(s) g,(s) ds 6 [Jgdx < [;Q’f*(s) g*(s) ds. (1.2) 
Let Jz# denote the ball centered at the origin in IR” so that jB#I = IQ\. 
The radial decreasing rearrangement of a functionfon 52 is the functionf # 
defined on Sz # by the formula 
f”(x) =f*(cn IXlfl)? XE!2#, (1.3) 
where C, = &“*/r( 1 + n/2) is the measure of the unit ball in R”. Thus f ” is 
the radial function on Q # which is decreasing on the radii and has the 
same distribution function as f: We refer the reader to [4] for these and 
other results about rearrangements of functions. 
If H is a positive function in L”(Q), H> a >O, then Eq. (0.1) has a 
unique weak solution in the Sobolev space HA(G). This solution 24 is 
characterized by the identity 
s HVu.V[dx= s w,i dx for all < E CA(Q). (1.4) n R 
For Eq. (0.2) one finds using the identity (1.3) and integration by parts 
that 
1 
l 
IQI 
“(x) = n2 C*/” 
pin-2 , 
-j- w:(s)dsdt. 
n cn J.~J” H*(t) o 
(1.5) 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 1, we need the following 
technical lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that wi E W’(Q), i = 1,2, then 
(i) w**(t) < (IQ(/t)‘l” m,(w) 
(ii) (d/dt)(t2’“wl **(t) w:*(t)) B 0. 
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Proof: (ii), follows directly from the calculation of (d/dt)(t”“w~*(t) 
w;*(t)) and using the fact that W,E W(Q). 
To prove (i) we set w,= w and rewrite inequality (0.4) as 
w*(j) 
J:, w*(s) ds 
Integrating with respect to t between t and 1521 and rearranging terms 
yields 
I 
I 
0 
w*(s)dssi(&)l-i’nj;‘w*(~)d~, 
from which (i) follows. 
Note that if n > 3 then (i) implies that WE L2(Q). We are now in a 
position to proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let u be the solution of (0.1 ), let p denote its dis- 
tribution function, and note that by the maximum principle, u > 0 a.e. in 52. 
As in [ 1,2], for all SE [0, lQl] we can find a subset D(S) of s2 defined by 
D(s) = {x E 52: u(x) > u*(s)}. 
Note that 
0) IW)l = s 
(ii) s, < s2 implies D(s,) c D(s,). 
Ah so(s) (dx/Wx)) is a Lipschitz continuous function so there is a boun- 
ded function F(t) such that 
From the formula of Fleming and Rishel [9] we have 
j-,n lVu1 dx=jA+m P{x:u(x)>c} dt (2.2) 
for every 1> 0, where P stands for the perimeter in the sense of DeGiorgi 
[8]. Differentiating (2.2) with respect o I we have 
d -- 
dl I 
[Vu1 dx = P{x:u(x) > A); 
u > i. 
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and, using the isoperimetric inequality (see [S] ) 
P{I: u(x) > A} 3 nCA/” p(A)’ “n, 
we obtain 
d -- s d;lu>i lVu\ dx 3 nC:l” p(A)’ ~~ I”‘. (2.3) 
Forming difference quotients and using Schwartz’s inequality, we have 
(2.4) 
We now proceed to estimate the right-hand side of (2.4). From (2.1) it 
follows that 
d 
I 
dx d P(A) -- -= -- 
AA u>j. H(x) I d2 0 
F(t) dt = -p’(A) F(p(i)). (2.5) 
Also, it can easily be shown (see [12]) that 
d -- 
s dE. u,, 
H lVu\’ dx d 
s 
u(i.1 
w:(t) dt. (2.6) 
0 
So combining (2.3)-(2.6) we obtain 
and, thus, 
-1 
l<- &y s ‘?v:(t) dt &(A)) p(/l)2’n 2p’(lv). (2.7) ” 0 
Note that the right-hand side of (2.7) is (d/dA) G(p(A)), where 
G(s) =An j’“’ F(r) r2inp2 jr w:(t) dt dr. 
” s 0 
Since G(p(,?.)) is increasing and vanishes at A = 0, we may integrate both 
sides of (2.7) between 0 and 3L to obtain 
409,134 I-K 
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By the definition of the decreasing rearrangement u* of u, we have 
1 
u*(s) < - &2/n f 
IQ1 
F(r) r2jne2 ‘w:(t) dt dr. 
n s I 0 
(2.8) 
We multiply both sides of (2.8) by w:(s), integrate from 0 to I&?[, and use 
the Hardy Littlewood inequality (1.2) to get 
’ F(r) r21np2 
I 
w:(t) dt dr w;(s) ds. (2.9) 
0 
Integrating the right-hand side of (2.9) by parts, we have 
s 1 WI uw2 dx<- sa I n2C2/” 0 F(s) s”“-~ ” 1; w:(t) dt j; w;(t) dt ds. 
Now, by using Lemma 2.1(i) and the fact that F(t) is bounded, 
S2/n - 2 j-- w:(t) dt j-’ w?(t) dt ls F(t) dt 
0 0 
vanishes when s=O, so we again integrate by parts and obtain 
5 62 uw2 d&$& I’“’ w:(t) dt j-‘“’ w;(t) dt j-l”’ F(t) dt 
-&Q’(lnill):(! ’ 
x;(s2”2j;w:(t)dt[;w;(t)dt)ds=J,+J,. 
Rewriting J2 as 
using the Hardy-Littlewood inequality (1.2) to obtain the estimate 
and using Lemma 2.l(ii), we have 
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We now integrate by parts once more and obtain 
1 
1 s - - 
R uw2 dxG n2p” I 
IRI p-2 
s w:(t)dt ’ s w;(t) dt ds. n o H*( ) o 0 
After a change of variables, we see, using (1.5), that the right-hand side is 
I vwz” dx; Q# 
and the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.2. If n = 2 and w, is constant then 
$ (s2’nw?* (s) w:*(s)) 2 0 
holds, and thus Theorem 2.1 is true, for any w2 E L*(Q), w2 20. We may 
also interchange the roles of wi and w2 and obtain a similar result. 
Remark 2.3. If Sz is a ball in KY, H, w,, and w2 are radial functions with 
wi= MJ# , then we find that 
1’ 
I WI 
uw2dx=- &2/n i 
9 1 
a n 0 
w?*(s) w;*(s) H((s,C,),,“) dt 
and 
s 1 R s IQI vw2 dx=- n2c2in 0 s2jn n w:*(s) w:*(s) & dt. 
If s~‘“w:*(s) w:*(s) is a strictly decreasing function and Hf H#, then the 
Hardy-Littlewood inequality (1.2) shows that 
i 
uw,dx > I 
vw2 dx 
R n 
We can, for example, take w, = w2 with w,+(t) = TV’, where 6 > l/n. Then 
w:*/wr = l/( 1 - 6) which tends to 1 + l/(n - 1) as 6 1 l/n. Thus the 
condition (0.4) is best possible. 
A counterexample to the theorem can also be constructed if n> 3, 
w2 E 1, and wi is a bounded function. 
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3. w(a) AND BLO 
In this section we assume that B is a cube in R”, and we consistently 
denote subcubes of D by Q. If fE L’(Q), we define 
I(x)=*~~:Pcn(“p(f)-essQinf(f)), XEQ, (3.1) 
where ma(f) denotes the mean value off over Q. Thus f E BLO(f2) if and 
only if 3~ L”(Q) and If II BLO(Q) = Ij3//,. We then have the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 3. There exists a constant C depending only on the dimension 
so iffy L’(O), then 
f*(t/2)-f*(t)dC(r)*(t), o<t<pq. (3.2) 
Before proving Theorem 3, we show how Theorem 2 follows easily from 
it. Let 
where C is the constant from Theorem 3. Since g(0) = 1 and g(t) is increas- 
ing for small positive t, we may select 6( =6,) to be the smallest positive 
solution of 
g(d)= l+-&. 
Now let fe L’(Q) so IlSll BLO(Rj < 6. Since (e’)* = e* l is decreasing, we may 
estimate 
(ef)* ds Q ‘f ef*(‘/2k’ tf2k. 
k=l 
Thus 
But by (3.2), we have 
k-l 
f*(t/z”)-f*(t)= 1 f*(t/2’+‘)-f*(t/2’) 
/=O 
< kc llfll BLO(R) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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Inserting this estimate in (3.3) we obtain 
1 
<l+- 
n-l 
and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
Our proof of Theorem 3 is a modification of the argument of Bagby and 
Kurtz [3]. We remark, however, that we do not assume that f (and hence 
f*) is nonnegative. We shall need the following covering lemma of Bennett 
et al. (see [S, Lemma 3.2; 6, Lemma 1 .l]). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 0 be an open subset of 52 so 101 <+ (52/. Then there is a 
sequence {Q,} of subcubes of a with disjoint interiors so 
(a) OcUkQkCG (3.5) 
(b) lQknO’( >Ofor each k (3.6) 
(c) C IQkl G2” 101. (3.7) 
With the aid of Lemma 3.1 we may deduce 
LEMMA 3.2. Iffe L’(0) and 0 < t < I&?\, there exists a sequence {Q,} of 
subcubes of l2 with disjoint interiors so 
(a) (xES2:f(x)>f’*(t))cU,Q,cSZ (3.8) 
(b) Each Qk meets {x E C2:y(x) d (T)*(t)} (3.9) 
(c) lQ,n {xEQ:f(x)<f*(t)}l >O for each k (3.10) 
Cd) x,, IQkl d 3 .2”t. (3.11) 
Proof: If t >/ [52(/6, then the single cube 52 satisfies the conditions of the 
lemma. Thus we may assume that t < )52\/6. Let 
G= {xEm:f(x)>f*(t)}u {xd2:f(x)>(f)*(t)}. 
Then IGJ < 2t, so there is an open set 0 so G c 0 c a and (01 < 3t < lC4/2. 
By Lemma (3.1) we can cover 0 by cubes ( Qk} which satisfy (3.5), (3.6), 
and (3.7). Since 101 d 3t, the assections (3.8)( 3.11) follow from the 
corresponding assertions of Lemma (3.1). 
We now give the proof of Theorem 3. Cover the set {x E Sz: f (x) > f *(t) j 
by cubes { Qk } which satisfy (3.8t( 3.11), and set C = 1 + 3 .2” + 2. We show 
that 
IixEn:f(x)> cm*(t)+f*wH <t/2. (3.12) 
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In view of the definition of decreasing rearrangements, this inequality will 
establish the theorem. 
Consider a cube Qk in our covering. Since I& meets {x E Sz: 
?(x) d (7)*(t)), we have 
mQk(f)- eSSQk inftf) < t?)*(t). (3.13) 
Since l&n {xEf2:f(x)6f*(t)}l>O, 
es;d (f) <f*(f); 
(3.13) and (3.14) yield 
mQ/u)*(t) +f*(t)* 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Set A= 3 .2 ““(f)*(t) +m&f). Then by (3.15), Iz < C(r)*(t) +f*(r), so if 
E,= {x~&:f(x)>A), we have 
{xe &f(x) > c(r)*(t) +f*(t)) =Ek. 
Now note that 
(A-m~~(f) I& 1 d lEk (f-m&f)) dx 
G s Qk (f-m&)) + dx 
= I Q~ (mQkU-) -f)+ dx 
d I Qk I (mQku-) - es;bnf (f)) 
where we have used (3.13), the notation (f-me,(f))’ = 
max(f- mek(f), 0), and the fact that mQk(f- mQk(f)) = 0. Now employing 
the definition of II we obtain 
3 .p+2 l&l G IQkl~ k = 1, 2, . . . . 
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It follows that 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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